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S a n t a l a n d

"Sitting Santa" Cozy Christmas Sweater
 12 reviews

$42.00  

Tax included.  calculated at checkout.

$54.00

Shipping

 Winter Pre-Sale: Free Shipping + Bulk Discounts Storewide
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Minimum Qty Discount

Buy 3 + 15% Off

Buy 5 + 20% Off

Buy 10 + 30% Off

 Cozy Christmas

Sweater - "Sittin'

Santa"

The sitting Santa sweater is a priceless possession

for cozy Christmas eve. Breathable, lightweight, and

warm, there's no doubt you'll end up cherishing

these cute Christmas sweaters.

By blending the love for art and festivals, these

sweaters make great gifts for your loved ones. 

Designed with the dreamy Christmas lovers in

mind, the Santa sweater is comfortable and a

statement maker.

The fabric stretches with the movement of the body

while retaining the fit. The white Christmas sweater

symbolizes prosperity and peace for the family. 

100% wool

Fabric weight: 8.4  oz

Round neck

WhiteColor -

MSize -

United StatesShips From -

1Quantity -

A D D  TO  C A R T

  S H A R E



Elasticated cuffs and Hem

Cold wash and cool iron

Fabric/material: Knit

Designer color: White

We produce all of our cozy winter sweaters with

high-quality paint that will age beautifully and is

very durable, relieving you of any worries of fading

or wear.

Over the years, we grew concerned about the lack

of fuzzy sweaters for occasions. When we realized

the importance of sweaters for Christmas, we

carefully curated the best pieces.

Thesantaland believes that "being comfortable and

savvy goes a long way in enjoying festivals to the

fullest." 

Quality is the foremost, and we make sure to use

the most sustainable clothing materials. Imagine

sipping on a piping hot coffee by your window in

the snow, bundled up tight in a cozy sittin' Santa

sweater.

Designed for comfort and warmth alongside

making a unique statement, Sittin' Santa is a must

in your wardrobe. The Groovy sweater provides an



outer pocket space for storage and is easily

washable. 

For an exotic experience, buy a pair of these

weather sweaters and enjoy Christmas with your

loved one. Holiday sweaters from The Santaland fit

any to size, but please check the size chart before

making a purchase.

Care Instructions:

The sweater is naturally resistant to dirt and

moisture. Given the nature of the material, hand

wash, or dry cleaning will make the product last

longer.

SIZE US SIZE UK BUST LENGTH

M/8 M/12 40.2"/102cm 23.6"/60cm

L/10 L/14 41.7"/106cm 24.0"/61cm

XL/12 XL/16 43.3"/110cm 24.4"62cm

XXL/14 XXL/18 44.8"/114cm 24.8"63cm
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Reinhold Dickens

"Sitting Santa" Cozy Christmas Sweater

R
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Macey Schultz

"Sitting Santa" Cozy Christmas Sweater

M
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Natalie Wintheiser

"Sitting Santa" Cozy Christmas Sweater

N
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Maybell Daniel

"Sitting Santa" Cozy Christmas Sweater

M
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Florencio Russel

T-shirt compatible with description

F
09/15/2020
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S a n ta la n d

GRUMPY HUSKY Christmas

Sweater

$3 5  $44.9 5

SALE

S a n ta la n d

Hilarious UGLY Christmas

Sweaters

 2 reviews
$35

SALE
SALE

https://thesantaland.com/products/grumpy-husky-christmas-sweater?pr_prod_strat=collection_fallback&pr_rec_pid=4394267705426&pr_ref_pid=4773031411794&pr_seq=uniform
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https://thesantaland.com/products/christmas-movie-sweater?pr_prod_strat=collection_fallback&pr_rec_pid=4773041766482&pr_ref_pid=4773031411794&pr_seq=uniform
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S a n ta la n d

Outdoor Christmas Lights

Projector

 5 reviews
$1 1 0  $19 5

S a n ta la n d

"This Is My Christmas Movies

Watching Shirt" Women's Sweater

 8 reviews
$4 2  $5 0
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